Automate the publication and distribution of CaseMap reports.

Designed for use on all types of cases and by all types of litigators and investigators, CaseMap gives you a central repository for critical case analysis knowledge. Your litigation team can link quickly to facts and issues that support or undermine your position, filter CaseMap spreadsheets to show vital connections among facts, and create polished client reports and trial documentation.

Now you can use CaseMap Report Publisher to create case-specific extranet or intranet sites or dramatically enhance preexisting extranet or intranet sites by drawing on your existing CaseMap reports. CaseMap Report Publisher will publish updated information to the intranet/extranet with no need for additional updates to the overall site.

- E-mail selected recipients a link to the site and an alert that the case analysis information at the extranet or intranet site has been updated.
- Generate a set of PDF case analysis reports and email an updated version of them to selected trial team recipients on a scheduled basis. (If you choose not to create a case-specific extranet or intranet.)
- Publish a batch of case analysis reports as part of the same scheduled job and create a table of contents that links to the reports that are part of the set.
- Publish and distribute What's New reports ... case analysis reports that include only those items added and/or updated in the CaseMap case database since the last set of CaseMap Report Publisher reports were published.

Leverage your full CaseMap investment

CaseMap Report Publisher can help leverage your investment in CaseMap by making it easy to generate and share valuable reports that keep everyone on your team informed.

- Impress your clients
- Keep your ultimate client informed
- Keep your entire trial team informed
- Maximize the role of the lit support staff and paralegals while freeing up valuable attorney time.
You control the schedule and the content

You decide when the jobs should run and whether to publish the reports on a Web site or send them directly by email. You can use a default CaseMap ReportBook as a model, customize a default ReportBook, or create a ReportBook of your own from scratch. If you like, your Web designers can also customize the CaseMap Report Publisher-created Web pages by adding a firm logo, colors, etc.

Expert support and training

If you are already a CaseMap user, you're familiar with our world-class support that has received more than 15 awards in the past five years. Those people who will be generating reports, including paralegals and Litigation Support staff, will receive the same great support, including access to Webinars on how to set up and edit jobs. A 20-minute Webinar will cover the whole job creation process and provide tips and tricks for getting the most out of CaseMap Report Publisher.

The LexisNexis® Case Analysis suite of products helps you pull together all the facts, issues and research in any case to determine the best, most effective course of action quickly and with confidence. To learn more about our tools and services visit law.lexisnexis.com or call 904.273.5000.